SUIT UP! A MISSION FOR DIPLOMATs

D'Source Corona Design Competition is an international competition organised by D'Source and IDC School of Design, IIT Bombay held between May 2020 and March 2021 in 3 different rounds and 9 design categories to address issues arising from the Covid 19 situation with out of the box solutions to mitigate them and spread awareness. The competition was open to students, fresh graduates, and young designers from around the world. All innovative entries addressing the need of the hour were published online, printed as a book and displayed in exhibitions.

What if life was an endless loop of sitting at home, an endless game, that will threaten destruction at any attempt to challenge it?

In another reality one would say, why so grave? However, now self isolation is the only thing saving lives from catastrophe. SUIT UP highlights the importance of co-operation beyond grassroot, at levels of global bureaucracy. Plus, experience the good old bonding time and some mental workout for well-being.

The Story

The world is standing on the brink of a pandemic wipeout. The major players of the world hold the key ingredients that could save humanity from the disaster. However, the world leaders must let their differences take a back seat and band together for the greater good of humanity. As a representative of your country, it is now up to YOU to acquire the assistance of fellow nations while there is still a fighting chance for your citizens.

Check out the full game and how to play:

SUIT UP! A Mission for Diplomats
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